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Enter the Zuckerverse? Social media
churns with new names for Facebook
Oct 20 (Reuters) - Zuckerverse. Timesuck.
Faceplant.
They’re just a few of the suggestions
being bandied around online following
reports that Facebook plans to rebrand itself with a new group name. The company
refused to comment on rumor or speculation, of course, but the Twitterati had no
problem.
The debate careered from sensible to
screwball to strange.
“Meta” was one of the more sober trending suggestions, referring to Facebook’s
reported desire to assume a name that
focuses on the metaverse, a virtual environment where users can hang out.
Alight
Sponsored by Alight
Your real bottom line.
When a company cares for its people, both
benefit. Learn More.
See more
Bookface, Facegram, Facetagram, FreeFace, FreeTalk, World Changer.
On the wilder side, Twitter user Dave Pell
drew a comparison with musician Kanye
West who recently changed his name to
“Ye”.
“It would be awesome if Facebook changes its name to Ye,” he said.
Several humorous suggestions reflected
online speculation that the alleged rebrand
was driven by founder Mark Zuckerberg’s
yearning to make Facebook “cool” once
more.
The platform has been deserted by many
younger users who have moved to apps
like Instagram, Snapchat and TikTok, and
has become increasingly populated by
older people.
“Teenage Wasteland”, one wit suggested.
“The Old People’s App because that’s
what us younger people call it,” college
student Vittoria Esteves told Reuters in
Rome.
“Boomerville”, suggested Marco, referring to so-called baby boomers born in the
years following World War II.

Facebook Chairman and CEO Mark Zuckerberg addresses the audience on “the challenges of protecting free speech
while combating hate speech online, fighting misinformation, and political data privacy and security,” at a forum hosted by Georgetown University’s Institute of Politics and Public Service (GU Politics) and the McCourt School of Public
Policy in Washington, U.S., October 17, 2019. REUTERS/Carlos Jasso/File Photo
‘STREISAND EFFECT’
The online naming feast was sparked by a
report on the Verge tech site that a newly
named group would act as a parent for all
the company’s brands, including Facebook itself,
Instagram and
WhatsApp, and
reflect a focus
on virtual and
augmented
reality.

Other people were sceptical whether
a name change would be enough to
detract from the growing legal and regulatory scrutiny that has tarnished the

Reporting by Nivedita Balu
and Antonio Denti; Additional
reporting by Reuters newsrooms;
Writing by Josephine Mason;
Editing by Pravin Char

An announcement is expected next week,
according to
the report. read
more
Many suggestions however reflected the public’s
concern about how the company handles
user safety and hate speech. Internal documents leaked by a whistleblower formed
the basis for a U.S. Senate hearing last
week. read more
“Fakebook”, for example. Tracebook.

“So they’re going to try and
change it, and then that’s just going to put the spotlight on the fact
that they’re changing it. Why are
they changing this?” he added.
“So it’s probably going to spit
back in their face at some point.”

company’s reputation.
“It’s going to be the Barbra Streisand
effect thing going on,” said 20-year
old Glasgow student Thomas van der
Hoven, referring to the phenomenon
where seeking to suppress something
inadvertently turbo-charges popular
interest in it.
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We Are Entering A New
Chapter In Media
Since the arrival of 5G
technology, the whole world is
changing. We are partnering
now with many local media to
create a new platform -Global Vibes Group with the
goal of combining large and
influential independent media
companies to represent the
many diverse groups in our
community.

alliances and networks
together.
Today we are building a live
media center in Houston,
Texas, with 24/7 live
streaming news and
entertainment content. We
can bring the news, music,
videos and movies of different
countries to our platform while
highlighting entrepreneurs
and community leaders that
will be covering the North
America, Africa, the
Caribbean and Asian media
markets.

The vision is to unite our
global TV, radio, newspaper
and magazine media with the
goal to serve as a gateway for
companies to build strong

Wealee@scdaily.com

The streaming channels will

include Google App, Roku,
Firetv, YouTube, Facebook,
WeChat, TikTok and local TV
headlines.
The live media center will be
open for those people who
want to produce their own
shows and we will be ready to
help them.

Մ↛፹

Republic of Guiana Honorary consul at Houston Texas

LIVE

We are so excited that the
new project will be open and
will continue our goal of
serving our community.

Editor’s Choice
Performers carry red balloons
during the filming of a Chinese
Communist Party propaganda
video in an upscale shopping
district in the Sanlitun area in
Beijing, China. REUTERS/
Thomas Peter

A new submarine-launched ballistic missile is seen during a test in this undated photo by North Korea’s Korean Central News Agency KCNA via REUTERS

A boy approaches Pope Francis during the weekly general audience at the Vatican. REUTERS/Remo Casilli

A Kashmiri Muslim woman looks up at a relic believed to be a hair from the beard of Prophet
Mohammad, being displayed during the festival of Eid-e-Milad-ul-Nabi, the birth anniversary
of the prophet, at Hazratbal shrine in Srinagar. REUTERS/Danish.

A worker sanitizes seats inside
a movie theatre ahead of its
reopening in Mumbai, India. REUTERS/Francis Mascarenhas

Demonstrators embrace
during a protest against
Chile’s government on
the second anniversary of
the protests and riots that
rocked the capital in 2019,
in Santiago, Chile. REUTERS/Ivan Alvarado
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Global Food Costs
Surge To Decade High
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BUSINESS
Breakdown of last month’s food costs: The FAO’s food
price index rose 2.1% from February. Vegetable oil prices
jumped 8% to the highest since June 2011. Meat and dairy
costs rose, boosted by Asian demand. Grains and sugar
prices fell. Grains prices recently climbed to multiyear
highs as China imports massive amounts to feed its hog
herds that are recovering from a deadly virus.
“We are not in the situation we were back in 2008-10
when inventories were really low and a lot of things were
going on,” Abbassian said. “However, we are in sort of
a borderline. It’s a borderline that needs to be monitored
very closely over the next few weeks, because weather
is either going to really make it or create really big problems.”
The UN index has reached its highest since September
nents of the index rose during the month, with gains led
by vegetable oils, grains and sugar. The Bloomberg Agriculture Spot Index, measuring prices from grains to sugar
and coffee, is up 70% in the past year.

Cereals
Overall food index
Sugar
Vegetable oil

37%
40%
57%
124%

(Source: UN’s FAO )
(Courtesy https://www.bloomberg.com/)
Related

Food Fears Are Rising

Global food prices aren’t leaving any wiggle room for the realities of
today’s bad harvests or demand spikes.
The state of play: A UN index of food prices “has reached its highest
since September 2011, climbing almost 5% last month,” reports
Bloomberg. Another tracker of “prices from grains to sugar and coffee
is up 70% in the past year.”
Why it matters: The real threat comes in countries where large portions of the population live close to the edge of hunger, Axios’ Bryan
Walsh wrote.
•Even in the U.S., rising prices hit the poorest Americans, who spend
more than one-third of their income on food.

Global food prices have extended their rally to the highest in almost a decade,
heightening concerns over bulging grocery bills at a time when economies are still
struggling to overcome the Covid-19 crisis.
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
A United Nations gauge of world food costs
climbed for a 12th straight month in May,
its longest stretch in a decade. The relentless
complicating central banks efforts to provide more stimulus.
Drought in South America has withered
crops from corn and soybeans to coffee and
sugar. Record purchases by China are worsening the supply crunch in grains and boosting costs for global livestock producers.
Cooking oils have soared too on demand for
biofuel. The surge in food costs has revived
memories of 2008 and 2011, when spikes
led to riots in more than 30 nations.
“We have very little room for any production shock. We have very little room for
any unexpected surge in demand in any
country,” Abdolreza Abbassian, senior
economist at the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization, said by phone. “Any of
those things could push prices up further
than they are now, and then we could start
getting worried.”

There were other elements that exacerbated skyrocketing food costs a decade ago.
For example, oil prices neared $150 a barrel -- double current levels -- and there was
a wave of trade restrictions by major grain
shippers. Meanwhile, the cost of rice, one
of the world’s food staples, has remained
relatively subdued this time round amidst
the surge in other agricultural prices.
Gains in the past year have been fueled by
China’s “unpredictably huge” purchases
of foreign grain, and world reserves may
The prolonged gains across the staple
commodities are trickling through to
store shelves, with countries from Kenya
to Mexico reporting higher costs for food
items. The pain could be particularly
pronounced in some of the poorest import-dependent nations, which have limited purchasing power and social safety
nets, at a time when they are grappling
with the ongoing pandemic

Abbassian said. Summer weather across
the Northern Hemisphere will be crucial in determining if
U.S. and European harvests can make up for crop shortfalls elsewhere.
Across the Board

All food categories tracked by FAO
climbed in the past 12 months
Price Gains in the past year
Meat
Dairy

10%
28%

A sales assistant arranges fruit in a supermarket in the Philippines. (Photo/Veejay Villafranca/Bloomberg via Getty Images)
•”The pain could be particularly pronounced in some of the poorest
import-dependent nations,” Bloomberg reports.
The big picture: COVID-related labor disruptions probably aren’t
helping, but climate change-related shifts in precipitation and temperatures are expected to lead to more volatile food production in the
coming years, Axios’ Andrew Freedman tells me.
•That volatility can destabilize fragile countries. This already played
out, studies show, with the Syrian Civil War, which began during a
severe drought.
•A study found that rising temperatures in countries of origin increased
the number of people seeking asylum in the EU, Axios Science editor
Alison Snyder noted. (Courtesy axios.com)
(Article Continues On Page C7-2)
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Global Food Costs Surge To Decade High

Global food prices have extended their rally to the highest in almost a decade,
heightening concerns over bulging grocery bills at a time when economies are
still struggling to overcome the Covid-19 crisis.
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Countries Feel Food Price
Squeeze - A Closer Look

The world is racing to vaccinate its way
out of the coronavirus pandemic, but another challenge has already emerged for
some more vulnerable governments and
economies. Global food prices are at the
highest in more than six years, driven
by a jump in the cost of everything from
soybeans to palm oil because of the large
demand from China, vulnerable supply
chains and adverse weather. Some banks
warn the world is heading into a commodities “supercycle.” Inflation is putting another squeeze on consumers hurting from
pandemic-induced recession and—in
some places—falling currencies.

Russia: History Lesson
Memories of soaring prices and empty shelves in the aftermath of the Soviet
Union’s collapse are still vivid for many
Russians. With his popularity barely back
from nadirs and protests demanding the

release of jailed opposition leader Alexei Navalny, President Vladimir Putin
is wary of the political impact of food
costs.
“Russia may see some real political
mobilization around food prices,” said
Hendrix. “Authoritarian governments
tend to be somewhat more permissive
of these types of “kitchen table issue”
protests than they are of more general
campaigns against corruption and authoritarian rule.

In recent weeks, the world’s No. 1
wheat exporter imposed tariffs and
quotas designed to curb sales abroad
and drive domestic prices lower. Russia’s largest retailers were also ordered
to freeze some food prices, with potatoes and carrots up by more than a third

from last year.
Though, as the Arab Spring demonstrated, the former can become the latter—
sometimes very quickly.” Russia and
Argentina have restricted crop shipments
to suppress prices at home.
Nigeria: Perfect Storm
Food prices in Africa’s biggest economy
make up for more than half the country’s
inflation index and rose at the fastest
pace in more than 12 years in January.

An average Nigerian household spends
more than 50% of its budget on food.
The costs are adding to a perfect storm of
food security challenges that have haunted Nigeria throughout the pandemic.
Foreign currency reserves needed to import goods dried up after a plunge in oil
prices. Supply bottlenecks and attacks
on farmers have also weighed on supply
of agricultural goods. There were also
shortages of staples such as rice after the
authorities restricted imports and closed
land borders for 16 months. They reopened in December, but that has done
little to ease inflation.

Turkey: Angry Leader
Turkey: Angry Leader As the world’s
biggest per-capita consumer of bread
and its top flour exporter, Turkey is particularly exposed to a rally in commodity
markets. Food prices rose 18% in January from a year earlier, with sharp jumps
in staples from grains to vegetables.
Turkey has grappled with a double-digit

food inflation for years, but the political
implications for President Recep Tayyip Erdogan are increasing as food costs
hit his core support base along with the
plunge in the value of the lira.

Erdogan ordered an investigation into
the increase in food prices. He said oil,
pulses, vegetables and fruits were the
“primary concern.” The Trade Ministry
may impose fines on businesses that sell
food products at high prices, the president warned in January. The trouble is
that government threats and financial
penalties in 2019 barely moved the needle.
India: Balancing Act
Home to the most arable land after the
U.S., India is the world’s biggest exporter of rice and the second-largest producer of wheat. At the same time millions
of people cannot access affordable food
and the country has some of highest
rates of child malnutrition.

While costs for staples rose more slowly
in recent weeks, food remains at the center of political tensions that have been
dominating India. Protests by farmers
escalated over a move by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s government to liberalize the market for crops. Growers are
concerned the new law will push down
prices.
Modi is pushing with reforms that many

believe are designed ultimately to cut India’s food subsidy bill, the biggest in the
world. The government said in January
it was becoming “unmanageably” large.
Cuts to food and fuel subsidies have
often translated into unrest and projections aren’t looking good in the next two
years, according to Verisk Maplecroft.
Brazil: Populist Pressure
Populist Pressure Latin America’s biggest economy stands out among emerging markets for having the fastest increase in food prices in the past year
relative to overall inflation because
of a sustained decline in the currency,
according to Oxford Economics Ltd.
Meanwhile, President Jair Bolsonaro’s
popularity is falling to near record lows
and he’s trying to find new ways to mollify the electorate.
On Feb. 19, he abruptly removed the
head of the state-controlled oil company
after a row over fuel prices. He also has
been pushing for a new round of coronavirus aid to the poor after cash handouts
ended in December.

The trouble is that the money served to
push up food prices, according to Maria
Andreia Lameiras, a researcher at the
economics research institute Ipea. Rice
jumped 76% last year, while milk and
beef soared by more than 20%. “The
government dispensed money to the
population with the highest expenditures
on food,” Lameiras said.
The cost of securing vital nutrition threatens to widen inequality in a country with
the biggest income gap in the region, a
situation that’s only been exacerbated by
the pandemic. Even if the aid returns, the
monthly payment would be lower and
reach fewer people, limiting its scope
to mitigate extreme poverty. (Courtesy
bloomberg.com)

